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MIRROR QUINTICS, DISCRETE SYMMETRIES AND SHIODA MAPS
GILBERTO BINI, BERT VAN GEEMEN, AND TYLER L. KELLY
Abstract. In a recent paper, Doran, Greene and Judes considered one parameter families
of quintic threefolds with finite symmetry groups. A surprising result was that each of these
six families has the same Picard Fuchs equation associated to the holomorphic 3-form. In
this paper we give an easy argument, involving the family of Mirror Quintics, which implies
this result. Using a construction due to Shioda, we also relate certain quotients of these one
parameter families to the family of Mirror Quintics. Our constructions generalize to degree n
Calabi Yau varieties in (n− 1)-dimensional projective space.
Introduction
Quintic threefolds in projective 4-space with a finite automorphism group have been studied
for applications to string theory. In particular, any smooth quintic Xt in the Dwork pencil (see
section 1.1) has a group H ∼= (Z/5Z)3 of automorphisms which act trivially on the holomorphic
three form. The quotient variety Xt/H has a resolution of singularities Mt which is again a
Calabi Yau (CY) threefold and its Hodge numbers are the ‘mirrors’ of those of Xt: h
p,q(Mt) =
h3−p,q(Xt). This was discovered by Greene and Plesser [GP] and started an ongoing, extensive
and profound study of CY threefolds.
An important ingredient in String theory is the Picard Fuchs equation satisfied by the periods
of the holomorphic 3-form of the Mirrors. As these Mirrors are quotients of the quintics in the
Dwork pencil, the Picard Fuchs equation for that pencil is the same. In [DGJ], the Picard
Fuchs equations of five other pencils, XA,t, of quintic threefolds were determined, where A are
certain 5 × 5 matrices. Somewhat surprisingly, these turned out to be the same as the one
for the Mirror family. Here we show that there are maps from XA,t to the Mirror quintic Mt;
moreover, the Mirror quintics are quotients of the XA,t by finite groups. Thus the equality of
the Picard Fuchs equations is obvious. To show that for each pencil the Mirror quintics are
quotients, we follow a construction due to Shioda which gives a pencil XdI,t of degree d (where
d depends on A and in general d > 5) 3-folds in P4 which maps to both the pencil under
consideration and the Dwork pencil. Using the action of a finite group on this degree d pencil
we obtain the desired results. In the diagram below the maps are rational maps.
XdI,t
ւ ց
Xt XA,t
ց ւ
Mt
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1. The Mirror quintics and symmetric quintics
1.1. The Mirror quintics. The Mirror quintics are a one parameter family of CY threefolds
Mt which have Hodge numbers h
1,1(Mt) = 101 and h
2,1(Mt) = 4. Following [GP], they are
defined as (crepant) desingularizations of the quotients of quintics in the Dwork pencil in P4
Xt := Z(F5I,t), Ft = x
5
1 + x
5
2 + . . .+ x
5
5 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5
by the finite group
H = 〈 h1 := h(−1,1,0,0,0), h2 = h(−1,0,1,0,0), h3 := h(−1,0,0,1,0) 〉 ∼= (Z/5Z)
3
where, for a primitive fifth root of unity ζ = ζ5, we define automorphisms of P
4 by:
h(a1,...,a5)(x1 : . . . : x5) = (ζ
a1x1 : . . . : ζ
a5x5) (ζ
5 = 1, ζ 6= 1).
The (singular) quotients of the Dwork quintics by H can be found as follows. The generators
h1, h2, h3 of H act on the affine open subset Ut := { (x1 : . . . : x4 : 1) ∈ Xt }. The quotient of
this affine variety is (by definition) the spectrum of the subring of H-invariants in the affine
coordinate ring C[Ut]:
Ut/H := Spec(C[Ut]
H), C[Ut] = C[x1, . . . , x4]/(Ft(x1, . . . , x4, 1)).
As elements of H fix any monomial up to a fifth root of unity, the ring C[Ut]
H is generated by C
and the invariant monomials. A monomial xk11 . . . x
k4
4 is invariant under H iff k1 ≡ k2 ≡ k3 ≡ k4
mod 5, thus an invariant monomial is an element of the subring C[z0, z1, . . . , z5] of C[Ut] where
z0 = x1x2x3x4 and zi := x
5
i for i = 1, . . . , 4. These invariants satisfy one linear relation obtained
from Ft: Lt := z1 + . . . + z4 + 1 − 5tz0 = 0, in particular, if t 6= 0 the ring of invariants is
generated by z1, . . . , z4. For any t we also have z1 · · · z4 = (x1 · · ·x4)
5 = z50 hence
C[Ut]
H ∼= C[z0, z1, . . . , z4]/(Lt, G), G := z
5
0 − z1z2z3z4.
Using the S5-symmetry of the equation defining the Dwork pencil it then follows that the
quotient Xt/H , which we denote by M t, is the following variety:
M t := Xt/H ∼= Z( z1 + z2 + . . .+ z5 − 5tz0, z
5
0 − z1z2 · · · z5 ) (⊂ P
5).
For t 6= 0, this can be simplified to Z((z1+z2 . . .+z5)
5−(5t)5z1z2 · · · z5) ⊂ P
4 (with homogeneous
coordinates z1, . . . , z5). In particular, the Mirrors have a singular birational model which is
again a quintic in P4. The quotient map is given by
qt : Xt −→ M t, (x1 : . . . : x5) 7−→ (z0 : z1 : . . . : z5) := (x1x2 · · ·x5 : x
5
1 : . . . : x
5
5).
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1.2. Symmetric quintics. In the paper [DGJ] the following six one-parameter families of
quintics in P4 are considered (the last column will be explained in section 2.1).
FA,t d
1 x51 + x
5
2 + . . .+ x
5
5 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5 5
2 x41x2 + x
4
2x3 + x
4
3x4 + x
4
4x5 + x
4
5x1 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5 5
2 · 41 = 1025
3 x41x2 + x
4
2x3 + x
4
3x4 + x
4
4x1 + x
5
5 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5 5 · 3 · 17 = 255
4 x41x2 + x
4
2x3 + x
4
3x1 + x
5
4 + x
5
5 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5 5 · 13 = 65
5 x41x2 + x
4
2x3 + x
4
3x1 + x
4
4x5 + x
4
5x4 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5 5 · 3 · 13 = 195
6 x41x2 + x
4
2x1 + x
5
3 + x
5
4 + x
5
5 − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5 5 · 3 = 15
The equation defining each of these pencils is of the form
FA,t :=
5∑
i=1
5∏
j=1
x
aij
j − 5tx1x2 · · ·x5, ai1 + ai2 + . . .+ ai5 = 5
for all i (so the sum of the entries in a row of the matrix A := (aij) is constant and equal to
5). Moreover, one easily checks that also the sum of the entries in any column of A is equal to
5: a1j + a2j + . . .+ a5j = 5 for any j. This implies that if we define, for i = 1, . . . , 5,
zi :=
5∏
j=1
x
aij
j , then z1z2 · · · z5 = (x1x2 · · ·x5)
5.
Now that suffices to show that there is a non-constant rational map
qA,t : XA,t −→ M t, (x1 : . . . : x5) 7−→ (z0 : z1 . . . : z5),
where z0 := x1x2 · · ·x5. The map qt from the previous section is just qt = q5I,t where I is the
identity matrix.
In Theorem 2.6 we will show that qA,t is also a (birationally) quotient map and thus M t is
birationally isomorphic to XA,t/HA for a finite group HA of automorphisms of XA,t. This result
was already suggested in [GPR] for the second family and in [DGJ] for all six families.
1.3. Picard Fuchs equations. Of particular interest for applications to string theory are the
Picard Fuchs equations for the periods of the holomorphic 3-forms on the quintics in these
families. In [DGJ], an elegant method to find this differential equation is given. The result
is that for all six families one finds the same Picard Fuchs equation, which is also the Picard
Fuchs equation of the Mirror Quintics.
The map qA,t is dominant, so its image contains an open subset ofM t, because it is a“quotient
(by a finite group) map” (see Theorem 2.6). As Mt is a desingularization of M t, there is then
also a dominant rational map XA,t → Mt. Thus the holomorphic 3-form on Mt pulls back to
a holomorphic 3-form on XA,t and this implies that the Picard Fuchs equations are indeed the
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same. Actually the map qA,t defines a correspondence between XA,t and the Mirror Quintic Mt
which induces an isomorphism of rational Hodge structures between H3(Mt,Q) and a Hodge
substructure of H3(XA,t,Q). In particular, the variations of these Hodge structures in both
one parameter families are isomorphic and hence the Picard Fuchs equations are the same.
2. The Shioda map
2.1. The variety XA. In order to investigate the maps qA,t we introduce a slight generalization
of a construction of T. Shioda.
Let A be an n× n matrix with non-negative integer entries such that the sum of the entries
in each row is fixed integer e, which is independent of the row:
A = (aij) (∈Mn(Z)), aij ∈ Z≥0,
n∑
j=1
aij = e, i = 1, . . . , n.
For such a matrix we define a homogeneous polynomial FA of degree e in n variables, a sum
of n monomials, its zero locus is a (not necessarily smooth or irreducible) projective variety
XA ⊂ P
n−1:
FA :=
n∑
i=1
n∏
j=1
x
aij
j = x
a11
1 x
a12
2 . . . x
a1n
n + x
a21
1 x
a22
2 . . . x
a2n
n + . . . , XA := Z(FA).
In the case that A = eI, we obtain the Fermat hypersurface Xe of degree e: XeI = Xe.
Now we assume that the matrix A is invertible. Let d ∈ Z>0 be the smallest positive integer
such that dA−1 has integer coefficients. As the cofactor matrix A∗ of A has integral entries and
A∗ = det(A)A−1, the integer d divides det(A). We define an n× n matrix with integral entries
B by:
B := dA−1 (∈Mn(Z)), AB = dI = BA.
Consider the column vector e = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zn. The condition
∑n
j=1 aij = e for all i is then
equivalent to Ae = ee. As B = dA−1, this implies that Be = (d/e)e, so the sum of the entries
in any row of B is
∑
k bjk = d/e =: m. So any row sum of B is m and d = me is an integer
multiple of e.
In 1.2 we already considered the condition that the column sums of A are equal to n. As the
sum of all entries of A is n2, the row sums will then be e = n. Having column sums equal to n
is equivalent to teA = ne. As A = dB−1 this implies that teB = me, so the column sums of B
are constant as well and are equal to m = d/n.
2.2. The Shioda map. Shioda ([S], p.421) found a rational map φA from the Fermat variety
Xd ⊂ P
n−1 of degree d to XA defined by:
φA : Xd −→ XA, (y1 : . . . : yn) 7−→ (x1 : . . . : xn), xj =
n∏
k=1
y
bjk
k .
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To see that this works, substitute the expressions for the xj in FA and notice that you get the
equation for the Fermat:
φ∗AFA =
∑n
i=1
∏n
j=1
(∏n
k=1 y
bjk
k
)aij
=
∑n
i=1
∏n
k=1 y
P
j aijbjk
k
=
∑n
i=1 y
d
i .
2.3. The generalized Mirror. We will be interested in the case that the degree e of XA is
equal to the number of variables n (Calabi-Yau case). In particular, we consider the generalized
Dwork pencil defined by
XA,t := Z(FA,t), FA,t = FA − nt
(
n∏
j=1
xj
)
.
In case A = nI this is the Dwork pencil of (n − 2)-dimensional CY varieties in Pn−1, it was
studied extensively in [HSBT].
As we observed in 1.2, in case n = 5 and the column sums of A are constant, then there are
rational maps XA,t → M t = XdI,t/H . It is straightforward to generalize the results from 1.1:
for any n × n matrix with non-negative coefficients A whose row and column sums are equal
to n there is a rational map
qA,t : XA,t −→ M t, (x1 : . . . : xn) 7−→ (z0 : z1 . . . : zn) := (
n∏
j=1
xj :
n∏
j=1
x
a1j
j : . . . :
n∏
j=1
x
anj
j ),
where the (n− 1)-dimensional variety M t is defined by
M t := Z( z1 + z2 + . . .+ zn − ntz0, z
n
0 − z1z2 · · · zn ) (⊂ P
n).
2.4. The generalized Shioda map. In order to generalize the Shioda map, we consider the
pencil of degree d = nm varieties in Pn−1 defined by
XdI,t := Z(FdI,t), FdI,t =
n∑
j=1
ydj − nt
(
n∏
j=1
yj
)m
(d = mn).
For matrices A as in 2.3 we have φ∗A(FA) = FdI , and, moreover, the column sums
∑
j bjk of B
are equal to m so:
φ∗A,t
(
n∏
j=1
xj
)
=
n∏
j=1
(
n∏
k=1
y
bjk
k
)
=
n∏
k=1
y
P
j bjk
k =
n∏
k=1
ymk .
Thus we have (rational) Shioda maps φA,t : XdI,t → XA,t and following sequence of rational
maps will help to understand the qA,t’s:
XdI,t
φA,t
−→ XA,t
qA,t
−→ M t.
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We will show that if XA,t is irreducible then both maps, and their composition, are quotients
by finite abelian groups in Theorem 2.6.
2.5. Automorphisms. Let ζ = ζd be a generator of the cyclic group of d-th roots of unity
µd := {z ∈ C : z
d = 1 } = {ζa : a = 0, . . . , d− 1}.
For a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ (Z/dZ)
n we define an automorphism ga of P
n−1 by
ga(y1 : . . . : yn) := (ζ
a1y1 : . . . : ζ
anyn).
Note that a, b ∈ (Z/dZ)n define the same automorphism iff a−b = (k, . . . , k) for some k ∈ Z/dZ.
Let
Γd := {ga : a = (a1, . . . , an), a1 + . . .+ an ≡ 0 mod n }/〈g(1,1,...,1)〉.
Generators of this group are the gi, i = 0, . . . , n− 2, defined as
Γd ∼= 〈 g0 := g(n,0,...,0), g1 := g(−1,1,0...,0), . . . , gn−2 := g(−1,...,0,1,0) 〉 ∼= µm × µ
n−2
d ,
note that g0g
n
1 = g(0,n,0,...,0), g0g
n
1 g
n
2 = g(0,0,n,0,...,0) etc.
For any t, the group Γd is a subgroup of the automorphism group of the variety XdI,t. The
coordinate functions of a Shioda map φA,t are products of the yi and hence if φA(y) = x then
φA(g(y)) = (ζ
a′
1x1 : . . . : ζ
a′nxn), where φA(y) = x = (x1 : . . . : xn).
As xj =
∏n
k=1 y
bjk
k , the row vector a
′ ∈ (Z/dZ)n is obtained from the row vector a ∈ (Z/dZ)n
as a′ = Ba. Thus we get a homomorphism
Γd −→ Aut(XA,t), ga 7−→ gBa.
The kernel (image resp.) of this homomorphism will be denoted by ΓA (HA resp.), so HA ∼=
Γd/ΓA.
In [DGJ] some subgroups of HA are considered (called discrete or scaling symmetries), but
the next theorem shows that there is some advantage in considering the group HA.
Two rational maps between algebraic varieties fi : X → Yi, i = 1, 2 are said to be birationally
equivalent if there is a Zariski open subset U of X and there are Zariski open subsets Ui ⊂ Yi
with an isomorphism φ : U1 → U2 such that φ ◦ f1 = f2 on U .
2.6. Theorem. Let A be an n×n matrix with non-negative integer entries such that the sum
of the entries in any row and column is equal to n and such that XA,t is irreducible. Then:
φA,t : XdI,t −→ XA,t, is birational to the quotient map XdI,t −→ XdI,t/ΓA,
qA,t : XA,t −→M t, is birational to the quotient map XA,t −→ XA,t/HA, and thus
qA,t ◦ φA,t : XdI,t −→M t, is birational to the quotient map XdI,t −→ XdI,t/Γd.
Proof. In case A = nI, the Shioda map φA,t is given by xj = y
m
j and thus ΓA = µ
n−1
m , the
subgroup of Γd generated by g0, g0g
n
1 , . . . , g0g
n
1 · · · g
n
n−2. Similar to the argument in section 1.1,
the ΓA-invariants (on each affine open subset “yk = 1”) are generated by the y
m
j and thus φnI,t
is the quotient map.
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The quotient group HA = Γd/ΓA is now isomorphic to the group generated by h1 =
g(−m,m,0,...), . . . , hn−2 = g(−m,0,...,0,m,0), these elements have order d/m = n. Proceeding once
more as in section 1.1 and comparing with 2.3, one finds that qnI,t is the quotient map and
M t = XnI,t/HnI .
Therefore the composition qnI,t◦φnI,t is the quotient mapXdI,t → M t and thusM t = XdI,t/Γd.
Moreover, this composition is given by
z0 = x1 · · ·xn = (y1 · · · yn)
m, zi = x
n
i = y
d
i .
Now we verify that, for any A as in the theorem, we have qA,t ◦ φA,t = qnI,t ◦ φnI,t:
z0 = x1 · · ·xn =
n∏
j=1
(
n∏
k=1
y
bjk
k
)
=
n∏
k=1
ymk , zi =
5∏
j=1
x
aij
j =
n∏
k=1
y
P
j aijbjk
k = y
d
i .
It remains to show that, for any A, the maps φA,t and qA,t are quotient maps. We do this by
comparing degrees of maps (that is, the number of points in a general fiber). In case a map is
a “quotient by a finite group G map”, its degree is just the order ♯G of the group.
By definition of ΓA and the universal property of quotient varieties, there is a map
XdI,t/ΓA → XA,t (basically: the coordinate functions of the map φA,t are ΓA-invariant and
hence are functions on XdI,t/ΓA). Thus deg(φA,t) ≥ ♯ΓA. The map qA,t : XA,t → M t factors
over XA,t/HA because the action of HA = Γd/ΓA on XA,t is induced from the one of Γd on XA,t
and Γd acts trivially on M t = XdI,t/Γd. Thus deg(qA,t) ≥ ♯HA. Therefore
♯Γd = deg(qnI,t ◦ φnI,t) = deg(qA,t ◦ φA,t) = deg(qA,t)deg(φA,t) ≥ (♯ΓA)(♯HA),
and thus ≥ must be an equality, hence deg(φA,t) = ♯ΓA, deg(qA,t) = ♯HA and the theorem
follows. 
2.7. Differential forms. The vector space of holomorphic (n− 1)-forms on a smooth hyper-
surface X = Z(F ) of degree d in Pn−1 has a basis of the form
ωk,F := ResX
(
yk11 y
k2
2 · · · y
kn
n
∑n
i=1(−1)
iyidy1 ∧ . . . ∧ d̂yi ∧ . . . ∧ dyn
F
)
.
with k = (k1, . . . , kn) and ki ∈ Z≥0,
∑
ki = d− n.
Let A be as Theorem 2.6. As XA,t is CY, there is a unique holomorphic (n− 1)-form, up to
scalar multiple, we take
ωA,t := ResXA,t(ω˜A,t), ω˜A,t := ω0,FA,t,
so k = 0 = (0, . . . , 0). A somewhat tedious computation computes the pull-back of ω0,FA,t along
the Shioda map φA,t : XdI,t → XA,t, the result implies that
φ∗A,tωA,t = cAω(l,...,l),FdI,t , l = m− 1, cA = det(B)/m.
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Note that this pull-back is essentially independent of A, in fact from Theorem 2.6 it follows
that for any A the pull-back must be equal to the pull-back of the holomorphic (n − 1)-form
on M t along qA,t ◦ φA,t = qnI,t ◦ φnI,t.
A more elegant way to obtain this differential form on XdI,t is to use the fact that it is, up to
a scalar multiple, the only holomorphic (n− 1)-form on XdI,t which is invariant for the group
Γd. Using the description of the holomorphic (n − 1)-forms given above, it is easy to see that
indeed ω(l,...,l),FdI,t spans the Γd-invariant forms.
3. An example: the second family
3.1. The matrices A and B. Consider the Calabi-Yau variety defined by
FA := x
n−1
1 x2 + . . .+ x
n−1
i xi+1 + . . .+ x
n−1
n x1,
with the matrix A given by:
A =

n− 1 1 0 . . . 0
0 n− 1 1 . . . 0
0 0 n− 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 0 0 . . . n− 1
 .
Note that sum of the entries in each row and each column is n. Expanding by minors using the
first column, there are two minors with non-zero determinant and these are upper diagonal, so
one easily computes det(A) = (n− 1)n − (−1)n. The matrix B is:
B := det (A)A−1 =

q1 q2 q3 . . . qn
qn q1 q2 . . . qn−1
qn−1 qn q1 . . . qn−2
...
...
...
. . .
...
q2 q3 q4 . . . q1
 , with qi := (−1)i−1 (n− 1)n−i .
Thus the Shioda map φA,t : XdI,t → XA,t is given by:
φA,t : (y1 : . . . : yn) 7−→ (x1 : . . . : xn) = (y
q1
1 y
q2
2 · · · y
qn
n : y
qn
1 y
q1
2 · · · y
qn−1
n : . . .).
As some of the exponents are negative, it is convenient to multiply all coordinate functions by
a suitable (“minimal”) monomial such that they become polynomials. The smallest (negative)
integer among the qi is q2 = −(n − 1)
n−2, thus we multiply by the monomial (y1y2 · · · yn)
−q2 .
As
qi − q2 = (−1)
i−1(n− 1)n−i + (n− 1)n−2 ≡ (−1)i−1+n−i + (−1)n−2 ≡ 0 mod n,
this has the surprising side effect that the coordinate functions of φA,t are polynomials in the
yni . Hence the Shioda map factors as XdI,t → XmI,t, with m = d/5, given by yi 7→ y
n
i followed
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by a map XmI,t → XA,t. As the map φ5I,t : XdI,t → X5I,t obviously also factors in this way, we
get a diagram:
XdI,t
ւ ↓ ց
X5I,t ← XmI,t → XA,t ,
where the vertical map is given by uk = y
n
k and uk are coordinates on XmI,t, note that the
relation FdI,t(y1, . . . , y5) = 0 implies FmI,t(u1, . . . , u5) = 0. Finally, notice that an argument,
similar to the one which showed that XdI,t → XA,t is a quotient map, shows that all maps in
the diagram above are quotient maps. Denote by µA the group corresponding to the vertical
map and by Γ′A the group corresponding to the lower right map.
For example, in case n = 5, we have d = 1025, q2 = −64, and, with ui = y
5
i ,
φA,t : (y1 : . . . : yn) 7−→ (x1 : . . . : xn) = (y
256
1 y
−64
2 y
16
3 y
−4
4 y5 : y1y
256
2 y
−64
3 y
16
4 y
−64
5 : . . .)
= (y3201 y
0
2y
80
3 y
60
4 y
65
5 : y
65
1 y
320
2 y
0
3y
80
4 y
60
5 : . . .)
= (u641 u
16
3 u
12
4 u
13
5 : u
13
1 u
64
2 u
16
4 u
12
5 : . . .).
3.2. The groups ΓA and HA in case n = 5. The group HA is the image of Γd under the
homomorphism ga 7→ gBa. Denoting by gˆi the image of the generator gi of Γd given in section
2.5, one easily verifies that (note that the entries are taken mod d = 1025):
gˆ0 = g(1280,5,−20,80,−320) = g(255,5,1005,80,705).
As g410 = g(205,205,205,205,205), the automorphism gˆ0 has order 41, and one also finds:
gˆ1 = gˆ
51
0 (= gˆ
10
0 ), gˆ2 = gˆ
−13
0 , gˆ3 = gˆ
3
0.
As Γd ∼= (Z/205)× (Z/1025)
3 we get
HA = 〈gˆ0〉 ∼= Z/41Z, ΓA ∼= (Z/5Z)× (Z/1025Z)
3.
Furthermore, it is easy to check that, with µA and Γ
′
A as in section 3.1,
µA ∼= (Z/5Z)
3, Γ′A
∼= Z/5Z× (Z/205Z)3.
In [DGJ], table 1, an automorphism of order 41 of XA,t is given. In our notation, based on
d-th roots of unity with d = 1025 = 25 · 41, it is gb with b := 25 · (1, 37, 16, 18, 10). One verifies
that b ≡ 185·(255, 5, 1005, 80, 705) mod 1025. Thus gˆ1850 is the automorphism ofXA,t considered
in [DGJ]. As a consequence of Theorem 2.6 we obtain that XA,t/HA, with HA ∼= Z/41Z, is
birationally isomorphic to M t. This was already suggested in [DGJ] (1.8).
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3.3. The Shioda correspondence. In the papers [GPR] and [DGJ], the Dwork pencil X5I,t
and the pencil XA,t are related by fractional changes of variables. From a geometrical point of
view, this is just the correspondence between these pencils defined by the pencil XdI,t. Indeed,
using coordinates x′j for the Dwork pencil, the map φ5I,t : XdI,t → X5I,t is given by x
′
j = y
205
j ,
so yj = (x
′
j)
1/205. The map φA,t : XdI,t → XA,t is given by xj =
∏
y
bjk
k =
∏
(x′k)
bjk/205. Thus
if we redefine (as in [DGJ]) yj := xj and xj := x
′
j and use that b1k = qk then (with a shift in
indices in our notation w.r.t. the one in [DGJ], (1.7)) we find the “change of variables” from
[DGJ], (1.7):
y1 = x
256
205
1 x
−64
205
2 x
16
205
3 x
−4
205
4 x
1
205
5 , etc.
Thus the Shioda correspondence below and the induced map on cohomology ψ (note that
since φA,t is in general only a rational map one has to do some blowing up on XdI,t),
XdI,t
φ5I,t ւ ց φA,t
Xt XA,t,
ψ := (φA,t)∗(φ5I,t)
∗ : H3(X5I,t,Q) −→ H
3(XA,t,Q)
seem to play an important role in Mirror symmetry. The linear map ψ is a map of rational
Hodge structures and it induces an isomorphism on H3,0 (cf. 2.7). Hence it gives another
explanation (besides the one offered in 1.3) for the equality of the Picard Fuchs equations for
the holomorphic three forms in both pencils.
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